Fin. Aid Cracks Down
On 'Second Job' Earnings

By ARBRODTE VALLERAS

The Financial Aid Office has de-终端enounced measures to overhaul the work-study program, which has been under scrutiny due to concerns about students' earnings. The changes aim to prevent students from maintaining second jobs that could affect their eligibility for aid.

The Financial Aid Director, George Koval, said yesterday that the program would be changed to ensure better use of federal funds. Current guidelines allow students to earn money during the summer, but Koval said this is not always the case. The new measures will make it more difficult for students to maintain second jobs.

Koval added that the policy was not strictly for Dining Service students, as any program funded by federal grants must comply with regulations. The new measures will also be applied to other work-study programs.

The first option for affected students would be to detect the amount of extra earning from the summer job and categorize it as a separate payment, with a higher interest rate. The amount of payment would be based on the total earnings.

The second option would be for the student to have their financial aid awards reviewed individually. The amount of money they would make from the second job would then be used to make up the difference.

Koval said, however, that any job opportunities for students should be carefully considered. Financial Aid Director budget and earnings.

The third option would be to identify students who have not saved enough money during the summer. If a student is found to need extra money, they would be paid from their earnings, and a letter explaining the situation would be sent to the financial aid office. The amount of money would be matched to those of the Financial Aid Office.

"It's just created paperwork — for the student and for the work-study office," Koval said.

Nursing Home Fate To Be Decided Today

By DAVID B. COHEN

The fate of almost 100 elderly persons at the West Penn Hospital Regional Hospital Saratton Nursing Home, located on Water Street, will be decided today by the Pennsylvania Department of Health. The employees of the nursing home, located right beside north of the University, have not been paid in recent weeks, and have been unable to pay their rent since the State Welfare Department announced in August that it would limit funding for the home.

The employees of the home, including workers in the kitchen, have been working without pay for about six months. A State Welfare Department official offered the three options of the facility: one, to close the home; two, to continue the home as a nursing home; and three, to convert the home to a rehabilitation facility.

"It is family friendly to take these steps," the official said, "and they can take these steps if they wish." The official said yesterday, stressing that the move is to prevent problems of the state from relocating the facility.

"If they don't want to take these steps," the official said, "then the facility would be closed.

"They don't want to be under the state's control." The Pennsylvania Department of Health has canceled plans to audit the nursing home in Philadelphia.

"We are looking at the Barnsley Manor," the official said, "We have assigned an employee at the facility to the Barnsley Manor.

"It's just created paperwork — for the student and for the work-study office," Koval said.

"If that doesn't make you leave,

The major obstacle blocking the home's future is the lack of a certified registered nurse. The state-certified registered nurse must be present at all times. The state-certified registered nurse has not been paid or worked in recent weeks, Koval said.
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LEARN all about the Fall Classes at the University's Department of Modern Languages and Literatures. The Fall Semester begins Sept. 3.

French Coffee Hour every Friday

PHILOHANESIANS SOCIETY will meet at 5 p.m. in the Christian Center. Proprietor member Alvin Haas will discuss the history of the International lavender movement.

Spanish Coffee Hour at the Thursday

CHESTNUT 3011

Dance for Life Call 382-4811

STUDENT: Increase your career opportunities. Work at home---no experience necessary--on a new research study. Please call Wayne (662-6900) weekdays.

TUES. Luncheon at Hill House Gallery Call ROM 5-7 p.m. in the Christian Association. The topic will be "Lesbians at Penn." Weekly meeting today at 10 a.m. in Room 107. Modern Languages. The topic will be "Early Renaissance history, and curriculum ranging over literature, languages, taught both in English and French."

STUDENT: Increase your career opportunities. Work at home---no experience necessary--on a new research study. Please call Wayne (662-6900) weekdays.

GAY MEN'S COFFEE HOUR every Friday from 10-12 in the Room 107. Modern Languages. The topic will be "Lesbians at Penn." Weekly meeting today at 10 a.m. in Room 107. Modern Languages. The topic will be "Early Renaissance history, and curriculum ranging over literature, languages, taught both in English and French."

THE VIEW from up here isn't quite Mt. Everest, but it's for anyone looking for a friend or catching some rays, not in mention for teeming poppins Tourism.

The Swing to the Right: How to React to Foes. Call SA 4-1013.

APARTMENTS

The only Accredited Eye Care Practice in the area. Your glasses will be perfect every time. We have the latest in lenses, frames, and technology.

At the offices of Dr. Platt & Feig Associates, you always see a professional... starting with a 45 minute examination that offers you 30 years of experience in custom fitting contacts with safety and success.

20,000 patients have been treated at Dr. Platt & Feig Associates with Bausch & Lomb Softlens, other major brand lenses, even bicalcic lenses. We fit some cases of astigmatism with special lenses at moderate cost.

In most cases, you wear your lenses home the same day.

Our prices are competitive, but unlike many "bargain lens centers", we're members of the American Optometric Association. That's your assurance that we are experienced, qualified professionals active in new lenses research and eye-care technology.

For your contact lenses the smart way! Now that you know the facts, see us.

Two stories recently renovated 4 bedrooms with the plans, plus an efficiency, refrigerator, and bath. Apt. Tree-lined, quiet St., near trains. Only $325+. 827-5714.

2 BEDROOM 39th & PINE

Modern Apartments on Campus Easton Rd. Rent: $360-902

Office: 243-8108

CAMPUS APARTMENTS 15th bedroom renovated apartment. 5 bedroom renovated apartment. $210 up.

STUDENT: Increase your career opportunities. Work at home---no experience necessary--on a new research study. Please call Wayne (662-6900) weekdays.


Saturday Show at 8 in the new auditorium from Growing Up Film Group.

Chess Party every Monday at 8 p.m. in the Christian Association.

Chess party every Monday at 8 p.m. in the Christian Association.

DANCE CONNECTION a new dance studio, located at 386-0927. Monday thru Thursday evenings.$4.95 lessons.

MODERN APARTMENTS: Apartments available now. 1 efficiency, refrigerator. Only in home Baltimore near 43rd.

3714 Rating St.-large, one bedroom apartment. Private entrance, modern kitchen bath. $600. 833-3240.


Chester Apartments


P.O. Box 133440, Cleveland, Ohio 44113
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WASHINGTON - The Senate also took up an emergency appropriations bill yesterday that was defeated by a four-vote margin, 212 to 206. The bill would have provided $50 billion for the state's welfare program.
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WASHINGTON - By a six-vote margin, 212 to 206, the Senate yesterday approved legislation to increase state minimum wages to $1 per hour.
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By GARY BINDER


"Speaking before a crowd of about 200 people, including leaders from labor organizations and the black community, Branto said he would focus on economic issues facing Pennsylvanians.

"The top priority in my campaign is to offer answers to the problems of our economy which breeds sluggish economy which breeds unemployment," he said. When this Bible - preaching person got up on his soapbox on Locust Walk yesterday, he argued a little too loudly for Popper said none of the Phi Kappa Sigma members had been charged.

"We were all drunk, we were all stupid," member Tom Little said.

"The Alpha Chi Rho members and were trying to decide what to do," Popper said. "The Phi Kappa Sigma members were arrested, and that a Campus Security officer who arrived after the fight noticed broken glass on the ground where the altercation happened.

"Poppard said that several members of his fraternity went to Alpha Chi Rho after the students returned from the hospital, and saw a Campus Security officer who arrived after the fight noticed broken glass on the ground where the altercation happened.
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Reincarnation of the Draft Bill

By Rachael Bedard

President and the Secretary of the Board of Education have decided that the President has, in his ever-institutional, the authority to register the Board of Education's existing policies. So far.

The dynamics of the Selective Service process and the desire by many to register and to register, the issue of the Selective Service System and provide for the local registration as an independent, enforceable, self-contained, and portable property of the country or state in which it was paid.

While these concerns seem valid, questions arise to whether or not the Selective Service System is a necessary measure. But the Selective Service System was designed to counteract the蔓延 of the military.

As a result, the Selective Service System process and the desire by many to register and to register, the issue of the Selective Service System and provide for the local registration as an independent, enforceable, self-contained, and portable property of the country or state in which it was paid. It is important to consider the necessity of this measure.

The Selective Service System, while designed to counteract the蔓延 of the military, also serves as a reminder of the necessity of the case in a national emergency, not just as a result of some evacuation of an area's available manpower. However, this concern could be alleviated through other means of national machinery.

Letters to the Editor

Another Look at Language Teaching Fellows

By Matthew Cohen

As a second-year teaching fellow in the Spanish department, I have come to value the importance of Spanish as a crucial component of American life.

In the last couple of years, I have come to realize the value of the Spanish language in America. It is a language that is rich in history and culture, and is spoken by millions of people around the world.

While the Spanish language is widely spoken, there are still many misconceptions and stereotypes about the language. It is important to challenge these stereotypes and to promote the true value of the Spanish language.
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Penn Women's Center
Fall, 1979

Groups and Services
Advising/Research Training
Tuesday, 12:20
Conflict Resolution
Monday, 6:30-8:30
Toward Liberalized Relationships
Monday, 5:15-7:15
Advanced Advising/Research Training
Tuesday, 8:30-10:30
The Opportunity Structure for Women
Tuesday, 9-11
Counseling
by appointment
Parties
throughout the semester

Opening Dates:
1st week October 1st
2nd week October 2nd
3rd week October 3rd
4th week October 4th

Women Unite
Take Back The Night
March & Rally
Saturday, Sept. 29
Starts at 7:00 P.M.
Northside of City Hall

Protest Violence Against Women
Penn Women and Men Meet at 6:30 P.M.
Lobby of Houston Hall to Go Together to the March!!!!!!!!!!
Booters Visit 'Nova In Soccer 7 Clash

(Continued from page 8)

‘Nova's defense and offense both worked to keep it that way. "It would be easy to play like we did yesterday," Collins said, "but I can’t accept that. We need to get our own offense going."

"We need to start our own game," Andrews said. "We can’t be dependent on the quarterback to make all the decisions." Andrews said that the team would continue to practice hard, and that "the key is to keep the ball in our hands." The team's next game is scheduled for October 11th, against Widener University.

Luders Ready For Naval Maneuvers

By MARK GOLDSTEIN

The Penn football team, looking to make a mark in the Ivy League this season, has announced its schedule for the upcoming season.

The Penn football team will open its season against the University of Pennsylvania on Saturday, September 28th, at the Palestra in Philadelphia. The game will be streamed live on Penn Sports Network, with Matt Mackey and Keith O’Boyle providing commentary.

The Quakers will then travel to historic Harvard Stadium, where they will face off against the Harvard Crimson on October 5th. This game will also be broadcast live on PSU Sports Network, with former Quaker Dan Kingry and current assistant coach Rob Knickerbocker joining the broadcast.

Next up for the Quakers is a home game against the University of Connecticut on October 12th. This game will be shown live on PSU Sports Network, with Matt Mackey and Keith O’Boyle providing commentary.

The Quakers will then travel to Baltimore to take on the Johns Hopkins Blue Jays on October 19th. The game will be broadcast live on PSU Sports Network, with former Quaker Dan Kingry and current assistant coach Rob Knickerbocker joining the broadcast.

Finally, the Quakers will finish their season at home against the University of Pennsylvania on November 2nd. The game will be shown live on PSU Sports Network, with Matt Mackey and Keith O’Boyle providing commentary.

The Penn football team looks to make a strong showing in the Ivy League this season, with a talented squad and a tough schedule ahead. The team will need to work hard in the months leading up to these games, and fans can look forward to exciting matches throughout the season.
In the mid-80's, the Ivy League adopted a new set of rules which made for difficult seasons for the Ancient Eight schools, as they were forced to limit the number of days the teams could practice. This week against Lehigh, the Quakers are pinning their hopes on the T-N-T defense that Monte Towe helped to develop. Towe, along with other co-captains Mike Jablansky and Tim Ellis, helped the Engineers to a successful season last year and is ready to lead the defense this season.

The Quakers (1-2 overall, 0-1 Ivies) take on Lehigh Next obstacle. The Engineers were heavy underdogs in a game that is widely considered as one of the most intense in the Ivy League. However, they were able to pull off a stunning upset, giving the Engineers a chance to make a deal with coach Harry Gamble. "We start our quest for a league championship this week against Lehigh. The Engineers are looking forward to going back to the field and looking back when we take the field against Lehigh, because we know that they will be ready."

Despite the perhaps somewhat inconsistent play, the Engineers managed to win with an aggressive approach to this week's game. Weller, the winner of last weekend's McMillan Cup Elims, was not running last fall. Harvard recording the team's best time in the race, which was almost not run due to inclement weather. The times will be the last possible minute to deter- mine the site of the meet. The times may be slower, but the entries should be expanded. "It's a dangerous meet," said Dave Wiegand, the Quakers' top runner. Any Penn soccer fan who has at- tended a game this season recognizes the names Barrios, Etter, and Pietrowski. They may even be the shortest person we could find to To make it more convincing, we even got the shortest person we could find to help with the pick. But when he came to Penn and played as a goalie in his senior year, "Back then, soccer was secure," he said. "There was no time to adjust." Weller, the winner of last weekend's McMillan Cup Elims, was not running last fall. Harvard recording the team's best time in the race, which was almost not run due to inclement weather. The times will be the last possible minute to deter- mine the site of the meet. The times may be slower, but the entries should be expanded.

"It's a dangerous meet," said Dave Wiegand, the Quakers' top runner. Any Penn soccer fan who has at- tended a game this season recognizes the names Barrios, Etter, and Pietrowski. They may even be the shortest person we could find to help with the pick. But when he came to Penn and played as a goalie in his senior year, "Back then, soccer was secure," he said. "There was no time to adjust." Weller, the winner of last weekend's McMillan Cup Elims, was not running last fall. Harvard recording the team's best time in the race, which was almost not run due to inclement weather. The times will be the last possible minute to deter- mine the site of the meet. The times may be slower, but the entries should be expanded. "It's a dangerous meet," said Dave Wiegand, the Quakers' top runner. Any Penn soccer fan who has at- tended a game this season recognizes the names Barrios, Etter, and Pietrowski. They may even be the shortest person we could find to help with the pick. But when he came to Penn and played as a goalie in his senior year, "Back then, soccer was secure," he said. "There was no time to adjust."